Why CloudCheckr?

- Over 600 best practice checks for a fully-managed cloud.
- Comprehensive cost optimization and allocation solutions.
- Change monitoring and log analysis tools to make complex reporting simple.
- Compliance benchmarking and automated remediation.
- API-driven platform to enable integration and alleviate IT management efforts.

Comprehensive Cloud Management for the Modern Enterprise

Enterprises of all sizes face similar challenges when stepping into the cloud. Initially, monitoring spending and allocating cloud costs are a top priority, but users must quickly turn their attention to securing their dynamic environments and maintaining compliance to exercise control at scale.

Product features

Cost Management

CloudCheckr unites AWS data streams to perform usage and performance analytics and optimize cloud costs.

- Identify idle, unused, and mis-provisioned resources, and leverage reserved capacity and right sizing recommendations.
- Generate dynamic pivot table reporting to analyze spending and allocate costs.

Security and Compliance Monitoring

Custom alerts, reports, and dashboards offer continuous monitoring and governance to mitigate security risks.

- Benchmark environments against over 35 international compliance frameworks like CIS, NIST 800-53, and HIPAA.
- Streamline remediation with automated responses to alerts and security-related events.

Inventory Visibility

CloudCheckr generates a complete picture of public cloud environments to assure total visibility and streamline asset management.

- Use advanced reporting to exercise governance across multiple AWS accounts simultaneously.
- Enforce resource tagging to make cost allocation simple and consistent.

Data Points

- 30% Monthly Savings
- 600+ Best Practice Checks
How it works

CloudCheckr unifies AWS data streams to provide actionable insights and recommendations that help manage the costs and security of AWS environments. The platform replaces multiple point solutions by consolidating cost management, security monitoring, compliance benchmarking, and automated remediation into a single dashboard.

Differentiators

- Comprehensive view across public cloud environments to enable complete optimization and control
- Instant visibility, insights, and automation to manage any cloud deployment
- One platform to enable multiple stakeholders, including Finance, DevOps, SecOps, and InfoSec
- Dedicated subject matter experts to provide premium onboarding and support
- Targeted solutions to support large enterprises, managed service providers and resellers, and public sector entities

What CloudCheckr customers are saying

"Not only did I cut 10 percent off our budget but I ended up hitting closer to a 30 percent cut on our AWS spend, and that was directly related to being able to go into CloudCheckr and drilling into the different reports in the billing area."

- Brent Bain, Lead Cloud Architect, Best Friends Animal Society

Solution available in AWS Marketplace